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Two distinctive glass cube entrances with minimalist sliding glass

automatic doors helped Tesco create a stunning effect to the entrance

of their flagship supermarket at Gerrards Cross.

Combining easy access, life safety and sustainability, four Slimdrive SL

bi-parting operators, one SL single and one SLT telescopic operator

were bolted to glass providing two draught-proof lobbies with both

functionality and beauty. The SL’s minimalist aesthetics created a stunning

effect, while delivering a robust and durable entrance to the store.

Operators in the Slimdrive range are ideally suited to provide safe and

easy access in high traffic areas. Their minimalist design ensures that the

operator can be concealed in the façade, giving designers limitless

aesthetic potential. Just 7 cm in height, the operators are the most

compact available for sliding, curved sliding, swing and folding doors

giving a seamless visual effect.

Offering flexibility, reliability, functionality and safety, every operator in

the Slimdrive range has been designed and tested to meet the

requirements of all relevant standards and regulations, including Building

Bulletin 93, Approved Documents B and M, as well as assisting with the

vigorous demands of the Equality Act.

Stunning entrance for flagship store…
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Making a fashion statement…

With so much competition, enticing customers in store

is an ongoing challenge for many high street shops. So

attractive, minimalist entrances that enable shoppers

to see beautifully displayed merchandise and

encourages them inside can only help…

At Desire by Debenhams a striking double height glass

frontage with glass Slimdrive SL operators was created

to attract customers through the doors. Designed for

performance and aesthetic appeal the Slimdrive SL

was chosen to maximise the all important entrance

and accommodate high volume traffic, trolleys and

push chairs.

Throughout the mixed use development of shops,

bars, cafés, supermarket and hotel at the ultra-modern

King Edward Court retail complex in Windsor are

GEZE’s Slimdrive SL and Slimdrive SC automatic sliding

and curved sliding operators. The energy efficient

operators blend almost invisibly into the glass door

frames complementing the contemporary architecture

and ensuring easy access for customers.
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Retail buildings place huge demands on building entrances; maximum openings,

high footfall, accessibility, conformance to building and fire regulations yet they still

need to provide an attractive and welcoming entrance. GEZE have a range of

solutions whatever the demand.

At kitchenware giant Lakeland’s headquarters and flagship store, Slimdrive SCR’s

were chosen to provide a large impressive entrance to the glass fronted building to

ensure easy access for all.

As McDonalds undergo a national refurbishment programme GEZE have been

selected to install automatic swing and sliding doors. The Slimdrive EMD moves

McDonalds’ large and heavy external swing doors easily and with virtually no noise.

Three Slimdrive SLT sliding telescopic doors were chosen for Liverpool’s Metquarter

shopping centre to provide the maximum amount of clear opening space to meet

the high footfall. The bespoke design met the demands of both the architect for a

dramatic and stylish entrance and the fire regulations for specific escape widths.

Solutions for demanding buildings…
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• Health
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• Transport

• Commercial

• Leisure

• Public Sector

GEZE is a world leader in the field of

manual and automatic door and

window control systems and is the

first manufacturer to offer a complete

series of automatic doors with a

drive height of just 7cm.

Our extensive product range is

backed up by comprehensive project

experience and in-depth technical

support means that we are the perfect

partner for any construction project.


